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Let R be a separable metric space and I211 ~l a (2n + l)-dilllensiona1-
cube in a (2n + l)-dinlensional Euclidean space. Then the set of all 
continuous mappings of R into 12;1-/.1 turns out to be a complete 
nletric space I{;H-l, if we define a nletric as usualJy: p(f, g) = sup 

XEn 
p(f(x), g(x», where we denote by p the Inetric in 12)1+1' 

The purpose of the present note is to establish the foHowing 
theorelll. 

Theorem. Let AI, A2 , ... , Am be a .finite nU1nber of closed sets 
in .a separable metric space R of d·imension at 111 ost 'n. Then the set 
(/J of aU continuous 1napp?:ngs f of R into I;';1+1 such that 

f(A1).f(A0 . .... f(Am) =f(A~A~~. A",) 

,is a dense Go-set in 121:-~1' In paTticula'l', in case Al A2 .... Alii = 0, 
(j) is open. 

In the case where 1n = 2 and AIA2 is a COlllpact set, this 
theorenl has already been proved by C. Kuratowsld and applied to 
the problem of compactifications of regularly one-dimensional spaces l

). 

It is to be noted that for a finits open covering U = {U1 , •••• , U"~} 
of R a continuous mapping f of R into 12,,+1 is a U-mapping in the 
sense of W. Hurewicz and H. \A/alIman2) if and only if f(R-U1) •••• 

f(R- U1;I) = 0, and that a 111apping which is a Ui-mapping for every 
i is a homeomorphism if U1, 11 2 ••• /form a basic sequence of cover
ings of R. Thus the theoren1 stated above seen1S indispensable for 
discussing the probleln of conlpa.ctifications of topological spaces by 
the Inethod of functional spaces. 

Now we proceed to th€ proof of the theorem. For.this p~rpose 
it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case 111 = 2. In this 

The cost of this re~jearch has deen defrayed from the Scientific Research Ex
penditure of the Edncati·onal. Ministry. 

1) C. Kuratowski, Quelques theoremes Sur Ie plongement topologiqhe des espaces, 
Fund. Math., 30 (1938), pp. 8-13. 

2) W'. Hurewicz and I{. Wallman, Dimension theory, 1941,pp. 60-61. 
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case we write, fOl,; the sake of simplicity, A, B instead of AI, A 2 , 

and assume that A·B+O; for the 'case that A·B = 0 the proof 
may be carried out easily. 

For any positive number c let us denote by ifJ(c) the set of all 
continuous mappings f of R into 12:1+1 such that 

f(A)·f(B) C S(f(A·B») c), 

where SeX, c) n1eans the set of all points x for which p(x, X) < c. 
'Then the theorem will be established by Baire's theorenl if the 
following three lemmas are proved. 

Le~ma 1. 
00 

(j) = if (jj(l/i). 
i_l 

Lelutna 2. Por any pos·it,i·ve nU1nber c the set <fJ( q is an open 
set 1.:'n 12"'1.1 • 

Lemma 3. Por E.::> ° the set r{J(E) is dense in I2~?+j • 

Lell11na 1 is proved easily; 'we have on1y to recall that l(A· B)~= 
00 

II S(f(A·B), l/-i). 
i-l 

Pr,oof of Lemma 2. Let us assume that j, belongs to (jj(s). 

·Then for any point x of f(A) . ftB) we have p(:r;, f(A· B» < c. Since 

if A.) . f(B) is c.ompact, we have 

0< a < c, where (J. = sup p{x, flAB» . 
. c € [P) ·1Vi ) 

TaIte a nUlnbf.~r {3 such that a. < ;3 < c. Then we have for SGHle 
positiv-e intB.ger -n~ 

S,(flA}, 11m). S(j~O]),' ijm) C S(/CAB), (3), 

since 12;b.rl is compact and 

f(A)· i(E) = II [S(f(A), Ij-i)· S(j(B), l/i)] C S(fUi· B)., /3). 
·i-l 

Let (j be a positive number 'such that 8 < ~, 0 <- c-;3 . 
'm 

If P(f1 fJ.) < 0: for JJ € 1'2~~1.1' W~;j h.ave 

g..(AJ·r;iIJ3) C~S{j(AJ, 8)·s{7iB)),'·S)-,:::. S(ftAJ~ IjrJn) ·S(JU1)" l/,&~) 

C S(!iA:B), (3) C S(g(A·B), (3+8}C S(g{A·B)" c}, . 

ESc. Rep. T.B.D. Sect. A. 
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and hence g € (j)(€). This proves that (j)(c) is open. 
Proof of Len1.ma 3. Let f be an arbitrary continuous mapping 

of R into 12,.+1 and let us construct open sets HI, . .' .. , Fln such that 

1b+1 = 1k +R+·· .. +H1n ; 8(J-IJ < E/2, i = 1, .... , m. 

By the hypothesi's that dhn R :s: n there is a closed coveTing {FI, . . .. , 
Fm} of R such that F'i C f-I(B;,) , ·i = 1, .... , 1n and the order of 
{Fl, . . .. , Fm} does nD t exceed n + 1. IvIoreover \ve can ~ . eonstruet 
open sets L J , • • • • , Lm, such that 

(1) Fi eLi, Li C f- 1(H,J, i = 1, .. ' .. , 1n ; 

(2) {LI, .... , L m , A,B} is sin1ilar to {FI, .... ,F"", A,B}. 

POl' a set of indices {1:J, .... , i",} satisfying the condition 

(3) Lil ... L;/c·A =+= 0, L;l .... Li",.B::}- 0, Lil .... Li.",-A·B = 0, 

we can construct an open set L(il, .... , ·ik ) such that 

(4) 

(5) 

A·B C L(i!, .... , if,,), 

ThIs is possible, since the condition (3) i:naplies P r • •••• F i , A; B = 0 
1 'v 

and hence we have Lil .... L i ," A·B = 0 by (2). 
Denote by Lo the intersection of all L(i1 , •••• , i",) for \vhich 

{iI, .... , i k } satisfies the condition (3), and put 

Then thB relations 

(6) 

ilnply' the relation 

(7) 

Because, if Gi. ..... Gi. A·B = 0, we have Li .... L; A·B = 0, since 
1 k 1 k 

A·B C Lo, and hence {il , ..•• "if;} satis'fies the condition (3), and 
consequently we have Gil .... Gik C Lo·Li1 •.••• Life = a. by (5), since 
Lo C, LUI, ~ ~ .. , il.J; this contradi'cts (6). 

Now let us assume that 
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A·B·GL+O, i = 1,2, .... , 'Y'; A·B·Gi = 0, i = r+1, .... ,?n. 

Th~n there exist open sets VI, .... , U,. such that 

(8) Gi CUi' Ui Cf- 1(Hi ), i = 1, .... ,1", . 

(9) {VJ.., .•.. , U,., A, B} is similar to {G\, .... , en A, B}. 

Since the order of {eJ, .... , e,.} is not greater than n + 1 and 
di1n R:::;: n, we can construct an open covering {Xi' Yj, z.;, 7: = 1, 
2, .... , r; j = 1,2, .... , 'l'n} such that 

(12) the order of {X], .... , x,., Y1) .... , Ym , Zl) .... , Zm} 

:::;:n+l, 
according to an addition theorem in dilnension theory.:;) 

Then the relations 

(13) X i1 •••• Xil.:· A =+= 0, X l1 •••• Xil"·B =J:= 0 

hnply the relation 
\, 

(14) 

Because Xl .... Xirc intersects both A and B, and hence Ui
l
•••• Urk 

intersects A and B, and consequently Gil .... elk intersects A and B 
(by (9)), that is, Gil .... Q,:I.; satisfies ~he condition (6); this proves 
(14) by (7) and (10). 

Since" the diameters of the sets f(XC) , f(YJ, f(ZJ are all less than 
c/2, \ve can find points a,~ .. ;" Y;., Z; of 12,1-/-1 such that :rr, Y,;, Z.i (i = 1,2, .... , 
.j~ ; j = 1, 2, .... , 1n) lie in general p02ition and the diameters of 
the. sets Xi + f(Xi ) , Y:i+ f(Y:i) , Z.i+ J1z.J are all Jess than. cj2. We shall 
define a barycE.:ntr'ic mapping g of R into 1211+1 as follows: Assiign 
to each of the points Xi the weight pCp, R-Xi) and to each of the 
points Y,; the weight pep, R - YJ and to each of the points Z;j the 
w<;!ignt P(l),. R-,-Z.'i)', And de.note by g(p) the cep.ter: of g"ravity of the 
sysr:em'of points'; O:;,.,.Y.:;', Za (i = 1,2,' .... , r; § = 1-,2, .... ; .. ,1nJ'with. 

S) K. lVlorita, On tfue d',imension of normal spaces, forthcoming in Jap. Jom> 
Matil. Cf. also. On the sum theorem in dimension theory, Su:ga:ku, Vol. 1 No. ?' 
(1'948) (in Japanese). 

[Sc. Rep. T.B.n. Sect. A.' 
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these weights. Here p means a n1Btric in R. Then it is easy to 
see that 

(15) 9 € 12;+1, p(f, g) < e . 

We shall show that 

(16) 

Denote by PA . R the sum of shnplexes [Xii' •••• , et:iJ such that 
X i1 ••• X ik • A·B =f= 0, and denote by FA the sum of simplexes 
[Xii' •••• , Xik , Yik +1' •••• , Yill such that XI .... ..L~Ic· Y ilc 11 •••• Y iZ ' A+-O, 

and by PB the SUln of simplexes [Xii' .... , 'iiJir.:' Zi
k

+
1
, •••• , Zil] such 

that Xi1 •••• Xik ·Z1:!c+l •••• Zil·B =F 0. Then these P.rh PE, P...t.J] are 

all polytopes and it is seen that 

(17) g(A) CPA, g(B) CPR, g(A· B) C P A .R , 

We shall now prove that 

(18) 

It is evident that P...t-R C PA • PE, and so we have only to prove that 
PA,PE C PA . E • F:r:om (11) we see that a simplex belong'ing to PA,PR 

must be of the form EXit' .• , . ,x'f.,J. Then we have X i1 ••• ' X itc ' A 
9== 0, Xl·· .. X1c ,B ==F ° and hence by (14) X i1 •••• XiI.: A·B =9= 0. This 
proves that [Xi

1
' •••• , Xi

k
] C PA .E • Therefore PA 'PE C PA .B • Thus 

the equality (18) is verified. 
Let [XiI' •••• , XikJ be a "Grundsimplex" of (the complex as

sociated with) P AE• For any point p of Xi .... X ·A·B we have 
-1 k 

p(f(p), et:i ) < e}2, v = 1, 2, .... ,k and hence the diameter of the 

simplex [Xi1 , •••• , Xi,J is less than e.. On the other hand, g(p) 

belongs to [X'it ' •••• ,xiJ. Hence we have [XiI' .... , Xir.: 1 C S(g(p), e) 
and therefore 

(19) PA .B C S(g(A ·B), e). 

From (17), (18), (19) it follows that 

g(A)·g(B) C PA,PE = PA,E C S(g(A·B), e), 

that is, g € (j) ( E) • 
From (15), (16) it is seen that (j)(e) is dense in 12?~_1' This com

pletes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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